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A FIELD OF LATE SUMMER GRASS
Emma Rule
What I would like the most
is to lie
in a field of late Summer grass,
and to cry
until my throat rasps.
To cry
until I notice the sharp poking
of the yellowing grass.
Then I would be quiet,
and listen
for a very long time.
Hearing a rustle
that seems to move
directly below my ear.
Hearing the many pitched dronings
and twitterings.
Lying quite still
with the quiet munchings
of sheep, as they come closer
and closer.
I wish one would nibble my ear
so I could laugh,
and then cry harder still.
Sometimes ceasing...
to look at kaleidoscopic colours
through a trapped tear,
before it falls
from my eye.
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WOBBLY BITS
Michelle Lloyd
‘Have you ever noticed that we don’t get many women in here?’
Milo glanced up at Felicity in surprise before looking around
their small comic book shop. He took in the sight of the two men
with heads bent together in the graphic novels section and the guy
Felicity called Stinky Pete – one of their regulars – browsing the new
release section.
Business was steadily growing, and while the lack of female
clientele didn’t bother him that much, it obviously bothered Felicity.
She had the “feminist power trip” look on her face that normally
coincided with the arrival of any shipment of comic books that had
large-breasted women on the cover.
‘Well, maybe women don’t read comics as much,’ Milo
guessed.
‘I read more comics than you.’
‘Well you’re… y’know, one of the guys.’
As far as Milo was concerned that was the end of the subject.
Discussion over, resolution reached, time for a change of topic.
He couldn’t have been more wrong. If her flashing eyes hadn’t
been enough of a clue that Hurricane Felicity was picking up wind
velocity, she was now tearing up a shipping invoice so forcefully that
a small barrage of rose-colored paper fell at his feet like snow.
Having lived through a few of Felicity’s more strident moments, he
employed the only strategy he knew – he kept reading his comic
book. She sighed in frustration before snatching the comic from
him.
‘Hey!’
‘Just hear me out!’
Milo grabbed his comic back. ‘Fine, tell me your big plan.’
‘Freebies.’
‘Giving our stock away?’ Milo was incredulous. ‘For what, so we
can get a few wobbly bits walking in the door? I’m not going to
stand around waving comic books at people. Count me out.’
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‘You’ll do it, and you’ll look happy about it.’
‘Aw, man…’ Milo began in complaint. He took one look at her
face and sighed in resignation. It was just his dumb luck to be in love
with a woman who looked more adorable the more pissed off she
was.
‘I guess it could be a way to get rid of those extra Catwoman
comics out back.’
‘I thought we agreed to burn those and never speak of it again.’
‘I’m a guy. There’s boobs.’
‘Best leave the comic picking to me. We want people actually
coming in after they read it.’
It was only the next day when Felicity followed through her
grand plan.
‘Want to know how many takers have we had so far?’ Milo
offered two hours in.
‘Not particularly.’
‘One. And she stuffed it in the garbage bin.’
Felicity fell into step beside a tall brunette woman, Batgirl
comic in hand. Milo saw that his mistake had been in pointing out
her lack of success thus far. Now she was even more determined to
pull in one new reader today, just one, even if it meant kidnapping
them and reading them a comic out loud, panel by panel.
‘Hi, how are you doing today? Would you like a free comic?’
‘Free?’ The woman slowed up, and Milo watched Felicity smile
in hope. It was, he’d always thought, the most beautiful of all her
smiles, followed – oddly – by the smile she gave just before tearing
somebody a new one. ‘It’s not some religious thing, is it?’
‘No! It’s about a female superhero.’
‘Oh. No thanks.’
Felicity’s shoulders visibly slumped as her victim escaped and
she made her way back to Milo. As much fun as it was to watch her
chasing down people in the shopping centre as though they were
escaped criminals, he really wanted this crusade to end.
‘One. In the bin.’ Milo reiterated.
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‘I’m trying to drum up new business for us. Why are you so
against this? Don’t you want women coming in, is that it?’
‘Maybe not, if they’ll all be as pushy as you!’ He snapped
defensively.
‘It’s attitudes like that that make it so hard for geek girls to be
taken seriously!’ Felicity pointed an accusing finger at him. ‘Do you
know when the last time I had a date was? FOREVER! Because
normal guys are put off by the geeky stuff, and geeky guys treat me
like a poser! AND YOU’RE ALL JERKS!’
‘Or maybe because you’re so STUCK UP you don’t even notice
the geeky guy right in front of you who wants to ask you out!’
They stared at each other in the wake of the shouting match
that had somehow turned into a proposition, and with each
moment that passed Milo felt his hope dwindling until it was a tiny
ember on the verge of being snuffed out.
Then she smiled her third most beautiful smile. The one he’d
seen her give other guys, but never him. The one that meant
‘I thought you’d never ask.’

Aerosol Art directed by Matthew Peet, Merrylands Swimming Pool
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THE NORTHERN ROAD
Arna Radovich
On summer nights,
the boys come out
to play cars.
Turbo-charged,
they clear their throats;
spitting monoxide
into a velvet dusk.
Green and Red jostle
for pole position;
rumbling, roaring,
eager for the race.
Hot heads on cool shoulders
‘C’arn!’ they taunt;
thumping and pumping to
their Hardstyle CDs.
The girls flick their straightened hair,
cross their spray tanned legs;
and adjust their tits and tats.
The exhilarating power of youth…
In the ICU,
tonight’s catch
flounder –
between life and death;
nailing it on the Northern Road.
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RAT
C. A. Broadribb
Joe’s hands have started trembling again. His entire body is tingling.
He moves almost invisibly down the alley, passing barred windows,
skirting rubbish bins and discarded boxes. The only light comes from
the pale half-moon above. He stops near a door and checks that he
has everything ready. A rat scurries along the ground and
disappears behind a bin. Its long, hairless tail revolts him. He takes a
deep breath. His heart is pounding as he fits the lock-pick into the
keyhole.
Footsteps sound and people appear at the entrance to the
alley. A young man and woman supporting an older man. All of
them are flushed and dishevelled. They stop beside a pile of boxes
and pass a joint back and forth.
‘A rat! I hate rats. Somebody do something.
Where’s a cat when you need one?’ the young
man shouts.
Joe’s keeping still, but the man has caught
sight of him.
‘Hey, you! What’s yer name? Carry my
friend Terry here. He needs medical attention!’
The older man slumps against the wall, almost
unconscious.
‘I’m not a doctor.’ Joe walks slowly towards the group. ‘Or your
servant.’
‘Who cares,’ the man says. ‘Do it anyway.’
The young woman speaks up. ‘Please help. Terry should have
learnt by now. He never used to drink. He’s had problems at work.’
Joe says nothing.
‘What are you doing here anyway?’ she says.
Joe shows her the leaflet that he always carries in case he
needs an excuse. ‘I’ve got to find this meeting.’
…/
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The young man peers at it. ‘We’re all addicts, mate. When it
comes down to it, we’re losers. Bit players in life. I’m no better than
Terry.’
‘But he used to play for the Swans,’ the woman says.
‘So? That was when they were going nowhere fast.’
Terry sounds a lot like Joe’s father, a former rugby star. Joe
visited him a few months ago, wearing a business shirt and tie,
trying to look like he had a real job. Dad had been basically
presentable. Hair recently cut. Clean clothes. Only a few broken
capillaries showing on his face. The visit had gone all right.
However, lately Joe has been too ill and mixed up to go.
He looks around, hoping that something will distract the
intruders before he has to take drastic action. The rat is cowering by
the wall, whiskers quivering.
‘What’s going on here?’ A cop has appeared at the entrance to
the alley. He shines a torch around, lighting on each person in turn.
Joe runs for the wall and leaps, pulling himself up and over. He
lands heavily and runs towards the street. After a few blocks, he
slows to a walk. He’s passing by dark, deserted office buildings. A
door up ahead is open. He slips into the foyer. Leaning against the
wall, he takes deep breaths, trying to
calm down.
He tries to pick the lock on
the nearest door, but it won’t
budge. He continues down
the hallway and around a
corner. To his surprise, a door
is open, light and voices pouring
out of it. A hand-printed sign is
taped to the wall nearby. It’s the
meeting that his leaflet advertises. An omen? Perhaps it’s time to
get help. He enters the room and walks over to the group of people
sitting in a ring of chairs.
Image by author
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SERENDIPITY
Gayle Jane Barbagallo
The grass is cool under my bare feet after the scorching sand has scoured
and polished them. It’s coarse and prickly but I like the sensation, it feels
quite therapeutic as it massages the heat away so I wiggle my toes and
twist my soles into the thick, short turf. In the shade beneath a Norfolk
Pine I sit and lean back against the trunk and gaze up into the cobalt
expanse above.
The sun is behind me so I need not shield my eyes as I watch the
breeze push and pull the clouds into one whimsical shape after another.
There, a sinuous dragon morphs into an elephant raising its trunk and over
there, a mob of sheep become dolphins chasing the horizon. Cicadas
serenade my serendipity with their constant tattoo.
A soft breeze carries the fresh, salty, seaweed scent of the ocean,
clean and almost effervescent, it should sparkle and bubble as it washes
over my skin. There is that summertime smell of cut grass that always
reminds me of watermelon, sun screen, fish and chips, brewed coffee and
the hot oily, mouth watering smell of freshly made doughnuts. I am
compelled to go in search of coffee and doughnuts.
I return to my little oasis clutching a cappuccino and a hot cinnamon
doughnut in a white paper bag. Reaching into the bag I withdraw that
sugary temptation. It’s still hot and I’m careful not to burn my lips as I take
a bite. Soft, with that wonderful crunch of sugar crystals and the sweet,
pungent taste of cinnamon, I savour each mouthful then lick my fingers
one at a time and run my tongue around my lips to collect the sugar and
spice deposited there.
I lean back against the trunk of the stately pine and close my eyes.
I am content here sitting in the shade with a gentle sea breeze dancing
about me. I’m alone but sometimes it’s nice to be alone. I see a figure
approaching and when I realize who it is my heart soars. ‘Here,’ I shout,
‘over here, come and sit beside me. Oh, I’ve missed you so much, I’m so
glad you’ve come.’ I lay my left hand over his right hand and I’m comforted
by the familiar feel of his old gnarled fingers. We sit and talk about spiky
grass and fanciful clouds, about ocean breezes and cinnamon doughnuts
and I am beyond happy.
A seagull screeches overhead and I open my eyes to find my hand
resting upon a crumpled white paper bag. I am alone and sometimes it’s
sad to be alone.
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Aerosol Artists
Mural Project, 2003
Merrylands
Locksley Hall 1920

RECOGNITION
Sime Knezevic
I crush charcoal piled yesterday to barbeque fish. It all crumbles
easy under my boot. The debris can prove someone was here.
That’s important. I drink water out of a metal flask. My heart tickticks with the stomp of boots. I walk to my motorcycle; I push a
cigarette in my mouth and light up. As I ignite the motor and rev the
engine a thing swoops around and above me like the square root of
negative one.
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WHISPER
Marilyn Humbert
In the time of diprotodon and thylacine
invaders: bark and paddle crash
on this sand strewn shore,
of forest glades and grasslands.
Fleet foot hunters stalk
sun’s glint and shadow’s glimmer
boomerang and spear poised,
a whisper slips
snatched and grasped
hidden in the gum tree’s split
and there it lies and hardens through the ages.
I found that pebble
in the tangles of an ancient tree.
This stone: smooth curves, cold heart
touched me, held me enthralled
‘til I released its secret
and wildfire burned across the land.
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THE LEDGER OF LIFE
Peter Masonwells
The trouble with being an accountant is that you tend to place a
value on everything, or at least categorise everything. Then there is
the concept of balance – as in balancing the ledger.
Some things can easily be categorized: money in the bank,
that’s an asset on the ledger; a bank loan is a debt or liability; salary
earned is income; and payment of bills is an expense. Buying a
house is considered an investment, increasing in value over time.
What if we applied these accounting concepts to our
relationships?
For example, what about “courtship”? When a man tries to
woo a woman by spending his time and money, is he actually
making a deposit for his future, or outlaying expenses that will
never be repaid (kind of like a bad debt)? Are those chocolates and
flowers and expensive dinners ever likely to generate a return in the
form of… well, in any form really? Think of the opportunity cost –
could such money (and time) be better invested in less risky
pursuits, such as bonding with mates, watching footy and drinking
beer? Or is the principle of courtship (and the expense required for
it) just another scam perpetuated by corporate multinationals
designed to make men part with their hard-earned for only the flaky
promise of some future return?
Then, what about marriage? To many people, marriage may be
seen as an investment – something that has a cost (in terms of
personal freedom as well as money) but gives a return over many
years in the form of wealth and happiness. Certainly, having a
partner to love can bring a multitude of rewards, leading to
enrichment of life. Even an accountant would agree that marriage is
a structure that allows pooling of resources and effort to achieve
improved financial outcomes. But beware, if or when this
“investment” turns sour it is very expensive to get out of!
And children? It used to be that having kids was viewed as an
investment for the future of the parent and indeed for the country.
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These days, as a parent you continuously pay out expenses – food,
clothing, education, activities, sports, medical, plus input significant
amounts of parenting time and effort – until children are old
enough to fend for themselves, which these days can be anywhere
between eighteen and forty. Of course, eventually they leave home
to become independent economic resource units (that is, they move
in with their mates/girlfriends/boyfriends and only return home
once a week to get their clothes washed or to get a decent meal).
Then there is the constant worry that children impose upon their
parents due to their risky and adventurous lifestyles – which can last
right up to middle age. Oh, and don’t expect these independent
souls to look after their ageing parents later in life – I mean, that’s
why we have aged care homes. So where is the return to the parent
on this so-called “investment”?
Yes, it’s dangerous to start applying accounting concepts to the
ledger of life, which is probably why accountants are always so
stressed.
So next time you chat to an accountant, just remember he’s not
boring, he’s just sizing up whether the potential return from talking
to you outweighs the opportunity cost, adjusted for the risk of being
rejected.
At least be thankful he’s not a lawyer!

Haiku
Pamela N. Gray
Horses graze in peace
Where poplars' golden pens rise
To clear paper skies.
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WATCHING PLUMS
J. Anne deStaic
Last year’s plums were bitter, the birds getting the best ones.
Now the tree glows over the black sky
with plums like pearls.
I promise this year, vigilance. To bring you a bag
of the best ones, as if they are somehow
my achievement,
yours being your children, the second off
to school next year, the eldest there
three years already.
I’ve watched you wait in the afternoon with the other
mothers, faces full of shock to see
coming from the classroom
not yourselves in perfect copy, not
the best and cleverest. Nor
the most beautiful.
Not even him, working somewhere, stretching out
the day to miss the bath, and
the homework.
Shock. And something else. Fear, perhaps, that such failure
of recognition now
might lead
to passing the child in grown up form
in the street sometime.
And not know.
But if the plums are fragrant, fat with juice and pulp and
sweet beyond belief, the birds
will be relentless.
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THE VOICES WITHIN
Aerosol Artists Mural
Project, 2003, Merrylands

Sue Chamoun
Call it graffiti, call it art,
call it what you will.
These murals of
inspiration were painted
First hotel in Merrylands
by teenagers who had
given up hope of ever being somebody, anybody, and yet two of
these young troubled teenagers went on to be fine artists.
Enthusiasm for the 2003 Mural Project was kindled through the
photo records of local identity, Tony Maston (1911-2006). Maston’s
images* depicted the history of Merrylands and the surrounding
areas dating back 80 years. Maston would come to the laneways in
a wheelchair in order to encourage and give advice to the
teenagers.
Grant Walton was the team leader of the dozen local teenage
aerosol artists and Di Tulloch, who still works at Holroyd city
Council, was one of the original organizers of the project and more
than happy to share the journey of the teenage artists. The project
was funded by the State Attorney-General's Department Beat
Graffiti grant scheme, Holroyd City Council and some local retailers.
The voices within the young artists are still being heard, and
recognized as having a positive impact on the artists themselves and
on the community in general.
Sue Chamoun’s recent photos of the 2003 Mural Project and other murals in
Merrylands are featured through the zine. (They are not entries to the ZW13
Best Image competition.)

*See sets of Tony Maston’s photos at
www.flickr.com/photos/holroydlibrary
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HOUSES ON THE SHORE
Alice W. Suttie
There is a place where houses may be found.
Their colours, often gentle on the eye,
Adorn their sweeping curves and pleasant lines.
And often where the wavelets greet the palm
They may be found aplenty on the shore –
These homes for crab and snail, both great and small.
Now as I paddle where the waves are small
I gaze at all the treasures I have found.
How much I love the wonders of the shore!
How very pleasing to the artist’s eye
The stones and shells that lie upon my palm.
How surely they inspire poetic lines.
The morning sun reveals the snail’s lines
Across the pristine beach. This one so small,
This monopodal artist in my palm,
Has left a map. Whatever may be found
Depends upon the sharpness of the eye
That might discern the wonders of the shore.
There, glinting in the sunlight on the shore
Where waves have left their tidal marking lines
The little houses rest, and grab my eye.
I marvel at the details, and how small
The dainty red ones are that I have found,
These tiny homes that rest upon my palm.
To hold a little house within my palm
Is marvellous. And here upon the shore
A home of sorts for me can, too, be found.
The walls are marked by the horizon lines.
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So spacious is this home, and I so small,
And gazed upon with warmth, the sun an eye.
Perhaps these thoughts are merely in the eye
Of the beholder. And here on my palm
Rest nothing but some seashells, quaint and small,
That I have found along the golden shore.
Yet my mind lingers on along these lines
That these are someone’s houses I have found.
I cast my eye along this pleasant shore:
There stands a palm, and patient fishing lines,
And freshly-washed small houses to be found.

Aerosol Artists Mural Project, 2003, Merrylands
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LAPSE
Kathryn Neto
There is a land. If one were to anatomise it, then the provisional
anatomist would claim that the environs committed to the land act
as the skin; the water and clouds the land’s blood, thus the air
coincides as the veins; the creatures upon it, which unbeknownst to
themselves are known as Jaubles, may be called its livelihood; the
lone yet complacent Leviathan overlooking all doth act as the brain;
and above all, the most significant of the organs that compile this
obscure body of land, is the myriad colour fostering it, the heart.
For an age it can be purported that this body hath thrived upon
itself; the cloud-dwellingLeviathon awakens from hibernation to
gather chromatic bundles from his coop to then propel them below,
dousing the skin with vibrancy, thereby reinvigorating it. At the
death of each decade this act is edicted and the trees jostle with
gratification, glee flows in each jot of water, Jaubles roll over as a
fresh home warms them, the air itself brightly glows, and even the
rocks bustle with content. To be concise; happiness is born again.
It is three days proceeding the espousal of colour and a young
Jauble is writhing about in one of the many Jauble-filled puddles;
this one particularly is a deep emerald with streaks of sanguine
blaring as though spikes of lightning were captured, bundled
together and released hither. The Jauble, as is its nature, mimics its
temporary abode and accepts the strong green as its flesh. It
twitches out a spear of red. The bodies of these creatures are
birthed malleable, allowing them to pounce from one pool of colour
to the next, living from and within them. It is without bones that the
Jaubles move, their flaccidity permitting a limited yet not limiting
manipulation of length and breadth. They enjoy an effortless life,
and the joy they emanate is soaked into the skin of the land, where
a tender hum compels the blood-river to gush, inevitably entering
into the veins above. The tranquil cycle continues. Until this day,
doubt was a buried stump.
A dull noise unfamiliar to the region scuffles at its bounds.
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A crisp gust collects as it glides outward from the damp oration. A
bog of orange and blue flecks with steaming pink, holds a Jauble
who feels something odd. It shivers. The Jauble is closest to the
sound yet cannot acknowledge it; it has no ears. A sallow hand
lingers, trembling, over the puddle. Apprehension causes the hand
to hesitate before it decides to plunge into warmth it has never
before known. It then withdraws to its owner, whose mouth drools
pink, orange and blue. The land is relieved as the foreign hulk
retreats. It leaves behind an empty puddle.
It is the fourth day; there is a sense that something which
existed the day prior is now lacking, as though a blanket was
removed from the warm layers in the night. A slight chill pervades
the land and the limbs of trees feel exposed. The Jaubles, all of
them, are not as lively. The Leviathan coughs, interrupting a long
snore.
No alarm bleats, no warning is uttered. The swarms become
bright as dew flicks upon running heels. More hands appear,
drizzling a pallid stench of hunger into each frisked puddle. A
blockage gradually forms in the river from the mass of bodies
collecting. When they are satiated and the river freed, it is no longer
aloof and indefatigable, but rather it is a congealed stolid paste,
struggling to crawl forwards. The land is in stasis and the Jaubles left
quiver in darkness. The desolation of blindness, of deafness, of
muteness, has not been recognised until now. There is nothing for
the Jaubles to do but lie in silence, waiting.
There is a violent shudder around them and the clouds wince;
their tenant jolts with open eyes. A sickening ululation strikes the air
and only the strangers can hear it. Hands drop their prey and rush
up to protect against the screech. Stillness lives in a second, then an
eruption blooms that is more foreign to the land than the figures
currently stripping it. A glooping flurry exudes from the sky, as thick
as stagnant tar with the grey countenance of cancer. Leaves are
robbed of distinction as they are submerged in dullness. The river is
overtaken and its struggle ceases. The Jaubles that remain flail
about, suffocating from achromatism. The air is dense with sticky,
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rigid mist; the entities viral to the land are detached from each
other, their screeches becoming bubbles in the enveloping mire.
In the lumpy clouds above, the cloud-dweller shrivels as the fluid
inside it continues to leak out, its eyes now dull and still open.
It is the fifth day and all is still.

SOUNDLESS WIND CHIMES
Darcy-Lee Tindale
I hung the voice pipes of bamboo
ornate with shell and stone
not one of porcelain or glass.
Too excessive, too expressive.
I admired the suspended hollowed tubes and waited for the wind to
play.
Too lurid, too loud.
I snipped a string, glued a tube and dulled its tune
and while my neighbour’s, built of tin cookie cutters and silver forks
hung on borrowed string, played a pleasant tinkling
mine played
a dull thud.
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SPECTRAL WOMAN
Julieann Wrightson
I see a spectral woman
her gown is velvet black
she holds a blood tipped sword
vapour wings rest on her back.
Her silken raven tresses
trail upon the ground
a liquid onyx path
that spirals round and round.
I see a spectral woman
she whispers my name
I gaze into her eyes
lost in their hellish flame.
Her misted sable wings
unfurl toward the moon
with pearl glazed icy fingers
she seals my fated doom.
I see a spectral woman
my name lingers on her breath
she smiles with dancing eyes
and tells me of my death.
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CAP-ETUDE
Margo Jeans
I am the salt shaker. I am small, inconspicuous and move from table
to table at my home café as my buddies and I are gathered in each
evening and put out again each morning. Sometimes I make it back
to the same table; I have my favourites you know, particularly the
bigger tables where groups tend to gather.
Sometimes though, I will spend weeks on the window run, the
little tables closest to the window, where the itinerants tend to popin, and pass through quickly.“The quickies” as the staff calls them
order their drink and want it fast; they always seem in a rush and
don’t usually buy any food.
Much of the trade is the patrons of the office and clinic
complex next door; it is usually a cup of coffee to revive them after
the appointment, or a cup of tea to calm their nerves while they
digest the fees of the practitioners. I often feel for the passing
through folks, they can look very worried, on their way to or from
an appointment. Some get poor news, others seem like they are
waiting for a miracle that never comes.
Personally I prefer the tables down the back which attract
groups, workers from the offices nearby or social groups who love
the vegetarian food ideas. Some come on a semi regular basis for a
bite of lunch, and have time for a chat, swap stories and laugh. I
don’t like the tables where the people sit real quiet, checking their
phone, or reading the paper. I know they need to get out of the
office zone, but their solo lunch does not provide me with a dose of
chatter.
One of the semi-regular groups was in last week. There are
usually five or six women, though their numbers are unpredictable.
They talk about their kids and their antics, their jobs, their homes or
husbands, their holiday plans, their worries, their ageing parents,
their problems with the hairdresser and of course all that women
stuff. There is the quiet one, the loud one, the one who has lost
heaps of weight, the one with the lovely hand-knitted jumpers, the
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one with the big hand bag – it could almost be a Santa sack with the
amount of things she keeps in it – and a few others. I have got to
know them over time; they seem to come nearly every fortnight.
The other day the one with the Santa like sack handbag was telling
the story of her mundane domestic routines, and how on
Wednesday she had had the good fortune to wash the bed sheets
early and hang them on the line before going out, only to return
later in the morning to find them sunshine dry and smelling so fresh
with that unique Australian fresh air scent.
Loud one chimed in, ‘I love that smell too!’
‘See,’ her friend said, ‘it doesn’t take much these days to turn
one on!’
There was a burst of laughter from the rest of the table,
understanding that shared moment of taboo.
‘How come I don’t know that smell,’ said weight loss lady, and
then in a reflective moment wondered if due to her fastidiousness
of always making her bed again immediately after stripping the
sheets, she was missing something special.
The conversation was side tracked for a moment with the
arrival of their coffee orders, then it was off again.
‘You know, it was all part of how we were brought up, wasn’t
it,’ quiet one said, ‘taught to do jobs properly. I remember a
counselor challenging me once, to try going to work with the dishes
left unwashed, and even now, I can do that but not my bed.’
‘My mum always said, clean undies before you go out, in case
you have an accident. I have two sorts of undies, house ones and
going out ones,’ said hand-knitted jumper lady.
‘So what happens if you have an accident at home, and are
taken to hospital?’ cried Santa like sack handbag lady at the end of
the table. ‘I guess I would die of embarrassment,’said hand-knitted
jumper lady. They ladies erupted in laughter, and laughed so
heartily, the next table laughed at them laughing and the laughter
peppered the surrounding tables.
As the ladies told their tales and emptied their heads, their
hearts were filled and their appetites satisfied. The good medicine
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of companionship and the best medicine of laughter filtered
through the café.
That was great lunch entertainment, but the second wave of
lunch customers are arriving, so got to listen.

Image: J. Gray, Western Sydney Spaces
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MASR
Alchemia Calendula
Masr,
you are a scientist.
In your laboratories
you pull apart the cadavers of women
studying each of our internal organs
scrying for the source
of both our delirium and our defiance.
You plunge
into the hymens of virgins
with blunt blades.
You steal babies
from their mothers’ wombs
in miserable abortion houses
veiled in labyrinthine mazes
crowded with donkeys
and incessantly honking horns.
Your vegetable-sellers
in their mud-stained abayas
call out their specials of the day.
Masr,
You smash the skulls
of sixteen-year-old girls
raped by their uncles
plummeting from atop
the roofs of your houses
to their dust-covered
concrete suicides.
You mourn the deaths of your men

.../
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in your makeshift funeral tents
And you ululate at the weddings
of your hopeful brides.
You sweat
in the suffocating heat
of your summer months
and you toil and you burn
in your sugar-cane fields.
Masr,
You spit in the dirty faces
of your child-beggars
forcibly crippled by street pimps.
Your outreached hands
extend for alms
or for halawiyat from the bakery.
You beat the sand out of your carpets
on your honey-coloured balconies
And you speak your silent du’a
upon the lips of your pensive servants and doormen.
You utter your dhikr
as your fingers furiously click
through prayer beads
in your street-corner masjids.
Your knees are calloused
from scrubbing the floors
of rich people’s houses
and from begging for rahma
from your masters.
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Your eyes are red
from weeping out tear gas,
dam ‘ayn
washing the stairwells
of the apartment blocks
of wealthy families.
You wring out the washing
of black hijabs, of lacy underpants,
of the blood-stained shirts of heroin addicts
and wives beaten by men,
of the skull caps of your scholars,
issuing fatwas,
of the prayer mats of the muadhins
calling your faithful to prayer
in your cold, sullen dawns.
Masr,
you are the tortured heart
of the absent lover on a ceaseless layal.
You are a secret circle of women
hiding from the police
and from midnight gazes of taxi drivers.
Your niqabs and your gloves
cover your skin but not your sins.

Masr – Egypt
Halawiyat – sweet pastries
Du’a – Supplication
Dhikr – Rememberance/ utterance of the Names of Allah
Masjid – Mosque
Rahma – Mercy
Dam Ayn – tears, literal translation ‘blood of your eyes’
Layal – an endless night where a lover is tortured by separation from their Beloved
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THIS PLACE
Louise Loomes
Living out here is okay. Not as bad as I thought it would be. I used to
list the things I hated but now I list less frequently and my list isn't
so hateful. The thing I hate most and without abatement is the man.
I don't know his name but I know his smell and his feel and the
silent way he insinuates himself into everything. He is the corner I
turn around in the yard. He is the fence that holds me in and the
door that never opens. He is everywhere and everything, watching,
watching, keeping.
He brought me here sometime. Yesterday or the day before.
Maybe a year ago or ten. The days don't matter – they are always
the same, each one as hostile and ugly as the last. The ground
beneath me is of bone. I drink of its marrow but never grow. I feel
the bones and wish them to life such that together, that skeleton
body and I, might leave, might fight the man and leave him here. I
plan and whisper my plan into the bones – we will kill him and sink
him deep – his buried voice will be the only one to tell the story of
me. I plan, but the story of me is still untold.
The boy is sat folded into the cage. A shepherd among his flock of
chicken and geese. Each as captive as the next and he no less so.
With legs tucked below and arms folded over his head,
distinguished from the fowl only by his lack of movement. His fellow
animals scratch and argue and strike the ground around him but he
moves not at all. He hears a voice call – the voice of the man but he
does not move. The voice grows louder until it too strikes the
ground around him. Still he does not move. The man sees him now
and comes closer.
The boy raises his hand. It is the kind of movement that only a
gentle mind might see. He raises his hand and his flock frenzy about
him.
The man storms down the sloping yard, ‘You lousy good for
nothing boy, I'll wring your bloody neck. You'll be there the rest of
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your bloody life.’ His storm rages on. The boy raises his other hand,
his gentle mind will not be troubled. It moves furiously on its calm.
The flock are banshees that will not be tamed.
The man thunders through the gate and among the fowl.
He is not a good boy. His thoughts are wicked and violent. His
thirst for revenge will never sate. He will have his blood. He has
brooded – had time to brood – to plot and revenge. To sit calm and
connect to all and everything. He is the earth and the sky and the
birds. He is everything because he has sat so still and punished and
pained.
There is slowness in him. A sun that rises so slow and yet
burning, always on fire – hotter than imagination – hotter than
death and revenge. He raises burning eyes and the man stops.
Everything stops. This is the eye of the storm. From here no-one
leaves the same. No-one will survive this. No-one.
The cock crowed. A deep call. It was the sound of nature insulted.
He crowed then crowed again and below me I felt the bones call
back. The grinding vertebrae sound of life insulted. All waited. Even
the man whose movement distinguished him from everything else
here, even the ugly swirl of him, took pause. He looked at me then
and did not rage but stopped. Silence has a voice greater and more
defying than a shout and stillness may shake it all to crumbs.
Then the call, the cock and the bones and the birds with wings
that bashed and bashed, no longer pecking at the ground but all
energy turned on the man as he clawed and bashed and belted
away at birds that would not be stopped. I slowly rose to stand and
the frenzy deepened to mutiny outright. Feathers and skin, blood
and bone, and the putrid stench of fear. His cries were new to this
place and swallowed whole by antipathy. His arms moved until they
did not move at all. Everything moved until everything stopped and
his raging voice was gone, swallowed by the bones of the earth.
I perched myself upon the bones and made my final list. It was
shorter, quieter and the hate was gone.
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PARRAMATTA MORNING
Robyne Young
Parrot screeches vie for space
with morning traffic sounds.
The day’s news drifts in and
pushes deep the scraps of dreams
that join the growing mound
of remnant thoughts
from which no sense is made.
A click unlids the tin of coffee beans.
They clatter, are ground
then softly tamped.
The stream of black flows into a favourite cup.
Inhale deep –
then sip and let the medicine hit
and dilute
the babble of the morning.

Congratulations….
Felicity Castagna
(Guest Editor of ZineWest 2009-2011)
for her latest book
The Incredible Here and Now
published by Giramondo
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Image: P. Azize, Western
Sydney Spaces, personal

SORORAL 1981
Samoa Areta
Of flawless éminence grise and grace;
You are Diamond of the first water.
A pillar of strength;
our bedrock;
My aegis;
You are Mother; sister and daughter.
Of feminine poise cocooned in embrace;
You are Monarch of Spring’s sylvan saunter.
A garden Bethesda;
our rapiers point;
My aegis;
You are Mother; sister and daughter.
A filial disposition; ab ovo;
semper fidelis;
forever; à bras ouverts.
Our dearly departed; beloved; endeared;
in bygone days, I seek you there.
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MEET ME IN PARIS
Mark William Jackson
Meet me in Paris,
you wear a rose
and I’ll whistle the Marseillaise,
I’ll buy us drinks
and we’ll talk about times.
Meet me in Paris,
we’ll walk the cobblestones
and fight off restaurateurs
until we find our place
where we’ll sit in soft focus
while pedestrians blur around us;
a trick with a slow shutter speed.
Meet me in Paris,
on the bridge where our love hangs padlocked,
meet me at the café
at the end of our lives
and we’ll drink one last time
and then tango into the after.

Congratulations…
NWG Inc member Daniel Brako
for his latest novel Doors,
published by Momentum
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BROKEN DOLL
Rhonda W. Rice
Touch her gently, mind the bruises
hidden with a makeup brush,
look behind the painted smile
see the tears she tries to hide.
Hold her closer, hugs can heal
the anguish of unspoken hurt,
hear the pain once choked in silence,
listen as the silence breaks.
Offer comfort with caresses
ease the burden that she bears,
tend the wounds and stem the bleeding,
balms of love erase the scars.
Soothe her soul with gentle sharing
reach into her fragile world,
tenderness absorbs the heartache
while it mends the broken doll.

Aerosol Artists
Mural Project, 2003,
Merrylands
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BALI BELLY
Melissa Jacob
Bali had never held much allure for me as a holiday destination.
From what I’d heard it was full of beer swilling football teams, tacky
souvenirs and middle-aged tourists sipping cocktails in the pool bar;
a yellow hue settling around them like an oil spill. But the thing I
feared most about Bali was the sickness. Tropical paradise is
meaningless when a parasite-ridden ice cube leaves you slumped
over a toilet, albeit a marble one. My brother in law assured me that
Bali now caters for the most sophisticated palettes and if kept to the
reputable establishments I had no chance of getting Bali belly. That
didn’t sound appealing either. I wanted adventure. I wanted culture.
‘Bonjour Francais? Vous devez taxi?’ someone asked as I
ventured out from the confines of the resort for the first time in two
days, past the phalanx of brown batik-shirted taxi drivers clumped
together like a tree trunk. ‘Salut. Europe? Taxi?’ They chorused.
I was delighted they thought I was European, probably from Milan
or Nice. Maybe it was the way I carried myself? My innate sense of
style?
Inside the metred taxi the driver looked at me in the overhead
mirror and said, ‘Prague? Jak se máš?’
‘Australia.’
‘You Aussie, Oi, Oi Oi ?’ he asked in disbelief. ‘Me thought you
Prague or Russia. Hope you not rude like Russia,’ he said bursting
into laughter. ‘Aussie usually fat one. You not fat.’ I did look after
my figure. Maybe it was paying off.
‘You not skinny. You in middle. And you pale. Not bronze
Aussie,’ he laughed a little too much for my liking. You’re no
Ironman yourself.
‘What’s your name?’ I asked.
‘Ketut.’
‘What a coincidence, mine’s Rhonda.’
‘You look hot today Rhonda,’ he joked and this time I joined in
the laughter.
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‘You the funny one,’ he said. ‘You need buy T-shirt, “Sorry Ketut
I fucked Rhonda!” Many Aussie wear this one. You buy this one?’
Not if they paid me one million rupiah, which sounds like a small
fortune but amounts to one hundred Australian dollars.
‘You like Balinese music?’ he asked as he sang along to his local
music.
‘Ever been cut with a knife?’ I asked.
‘Much pain.’
‘That’s how I feel about this music,’ I mused.
‘Me have mistake. Me think you Russia,’ he quipped. ‘You
different but I always tell Australian, they stand out like sore finger.’
At the market a herd of women were squealing with delight.
‘Gary’d get a kick out of this,’ said an Australian woman, her
cauliflower arms jiggling as she brandished a carved wooden phallus
bottle opener. The erect penis carvings adorned every stall like rows
of reared cobras.
‘It about his size,’ she snorted, gripping the tiny member.
‘Why does everyone sell these?’ I asked the stallholder.
‘This the popular one. Many Aussie buy this one.’
It was almost midday and nothing quenched my thirst like a
beer. I walked through the market Bintang in hand.
‘You want funny sexy T-shirt?’ the stallholder asked. ‘Where
your husband? Why he not come? Maybe he like funny, sexy Tshirt.’ He pointed to BEER. Helping ugly people have sex since 1862.
My husband doesn’t drink.
‘He like this one.’ If you can read this, the BITCH has fallen off!
Back from the resort I accompanied my daughter to the beach
to get our hair braided. Only braiding, nothing else. I would be very
firm and besides I had no need for “the silber elephant.”
‘Why you not buy from me? Other Australian buy from Emmy.
Denise, Maureen, Sharon, Debbie always buy from me. They buy
the hats with the name, the sarong, the salad tong, the elephant,
the pedicure, the massage. They friend. They look after me and my
baby but not you. You not care for my baby. Why you not care for
my baby?’ the women pleaded. So I bought a few things – a
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massage, a sarong, two hats, salad tongs, a jewellery tree, some
rings and a kite.
Another day melded into another. By the time the breakfast
buffet finished it was time for lunch, a short nap before happy hour
and finally dinner. On the final day of my holiday I caught sight of
myself in the mirrored bar at the resort. With my braided hair, my
tie-dyed dress and my Bintang I looked every bit the Australian
tourist. At least I didn’t get sick.
‘One adult, two children and one coming?’ the woman at the
check-in counter asked. I turned to see if there was another child
she was mistaking as mine. There was no behind me.
‘No the baby inside. You pregnant. Congratu…’ she pointed at
my distended abdomen.
No that would be the ten course buffet breakfast. My Bali belly.

Aerosol Artists Mural Project, 2003, Merrylands, Dog Trap Signal Box (R.)
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TERRY
Lindy Courtney
He met you briefly on the road
among the crazy drug fuelled men.
The readers cheered, loved them all,
called them beatnik hipster dudes,
and missed you
in the shadows, with wounded blue eyes,
four foot ten, legs like sticks, abandoned on the road.
I searched for traces and found you twice,
sitting in rail yards, under the moon,
drinking wine with the bums, his love love girl.
Later when his sadness came creeping back,
your names appears, illuminates the page,
flickers and is gone.
Daughterless, I mourn for you.
Caught forever in twenty pages,
fifteen days in a mad ride of a life,
that ended haemorrhaging on the road.
You are forever abandoned, not looking back,
with only his sweet poetry and reverence,
for your tiny grape stained body.
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SHE HIDES BEHIND WORDS…
Chloe Higgins
She hides behind words like most people hide behind walls. She
collects words like old people gather spoons. Catching them, one,
sometimes two, at a time, she arranges them so they have some
sort of semblance. She fastens them to the page, gently but firmly,
so they cannot escape. And if they begin to say too much, to tell the
stories she cannot bear to see, she pulls them apart until it’s no
longer the case.
She has learned how to pull a letter’s leg, how to push two
letters, or parts, or words together. She has learned how to disorder
them when necessary, so a new order, an order she can accept, can
form on the page. This, she believes, is the only way forwards.
By the time she was 22, her words had begun to overflow. She
had been cramming them into cups and cupboards and clothing
pockets for so long, that there was little room left to hide them.
The words began to flow into the house and into their life. At night,
she would lay awake trying to ingest the words that lay on the bed
between her and her boyfriend, but it was too much. The words
were multiplying and she could not eat them faster than they were
reproducing.
One morning in late July, the pair woke gasping for air. During
the night, the words had gathered together, pulling themselves out
of the cups and cupboards and clothing pockets, and taken over the
house. They had arranged themselves in a series of stories. Across
the ceiling, around the walls, tangled through her hair, the words all
screamed the same story: we have had enough, we want out, we
want freedom, and we want to be heard. The girl was in tears. It
was simply too much.
The boy rose out of bed and did the only thing he could think
of. He went downstairs, into the garage, and began to clear the
cobwebs. Beneath the staircase, hidden from view, he gathered a
hammer, several nails, and old bits of plaster and wood and
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fibreglass. The words will haunt you no more, he called to his
girlfriend upstairs.
All day, he worked away at his task. By dusk, he had erected
four walls, a lockable door, and a desk in one corner, overlooking
the valley. He even built a cupboard, with three shelves and many
hooks on which she could hang her words.
When he had finished, he walked upstairs to find his girlfriend,
calling her name as he went. When he reached the top of the stairs,
he had still not heard a response. The house had filled up even more
by now. The words, which were waist high when he had got out of
bed that morning, were now reaching his neck. He had to use all his
strength to wade through the words, looking for his girlfriend.
When he had been calling to her for several minutes and still
not heard a response, he began to worry. He remembered what the
girl’s mother had told them many months before: If you try to keep
them all, and collect every word and every sentence, and not give
them the freedom they desire, they will weigh you down. The young
couple had laughed at the older woman’s words. What did she
know? She didn’t collect anything.
When the boy had looked in every room of the house, and still
not seen his girlfriend, he began to dig a little deeper. He found
stories of clouds pregnant with rain, stories of mountains covered in
thick forestry, stories of overflowing lap pools and broken railways.
But still, he could not find his girlfriend.
When the boy had exhausted himself looking for her face, he
did the only thing he could think of; he opened all the windows, all
the doors, all the drains, and let the words begin to walk away. He
watched the sentences crawl through the windows, and waved the
paragraphs goodbye as they marched out the doors. As the sun
began to set, the words finally began to drain closer and closer to
the boy’s ankles. And not long after that, even the words at his feet
got up and left the house.
And that is when he saw her. Lying on her back, her head was
hanging to one side, her mouth full of words. Trapped under her
body, several sentences were still trying to escape.
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TEXTS AND THE CITY
David Toohey
Do the Op Shops know what they are doing? Do they realise the
forces they are releasing in their constant book sales?
At the Penrith Sallies, for ten dollars, less than the price of a
packet of cigarettes, one can pick up a copy of distilled civilisation.
With nostalgic music such as “Sixteen Tons” playing, you can grab a
copy of War and Peace.
Ignoring Lance Armstrong's autobiography, these are the
classics you should read before you die. Here are Plutarch, Moby
Dick, Manning Clarke and some Jane Austen to cleanse the palate.
There's Tony Blair's memoir, unread, with a plane seating pass as a
book mark. Was it used to discourage conversation from other
passengers during a long flight?
A real find is Don Quixote, which is about a man who turns into
a knight as a result of reading books about them. A warning to the
retired like me? After reading Raymond Chandler, will I morph into a
detective who, in Chandler's words, ‘must go down the mean
streets’?
Still, I don't want one of those e-books that contain 100 classics.
E-books are a conspiracy to stop book reading. It's like unwatched
video tapes of old TV shows. As John Mortimer's Rumpole observed,
they were a method so that people didn't have to watch TV. If I lose
an Op Shop paperback on the train, someone else can read it. To
lose an e-book that way would be a disaster.
Op Shops are where returning overseas travellers off-load their
Lonely Planet guides. These disappear quickly. Foreign language
dictionaries vanish, pounced on by uni students so that they can
afford food other than two minute noodles.
Sharing books is an Australian mateship tradition. During the
war, the Australian army produced a literary magazine called Salt,
knowing it would be passed around.
Nothing beats an Op Shop book with its handed-on meaning.
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In a copy of Oscar Wilde's De Profundis, I found these actual words
on the fly leaf:
My dear sons,
I must apologise for the dog ears in the books I send you.
I mean no disrespect for the book. Book marks, a symbol of
civilisation, do not suit my nomadic life style. I could easily lose the
book mark, but never the book –
Popi
No e-book could have such personality.

for those who love
amazing photographs
you and your loved ones will value our
portraits for many many years to come
www.expressionsessions.com.au
(02) 9836 2444

Expression Sessions is ZineWest 13’s Financial Patron
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MATRYOSHKA
Morag Sutton

When I saw my Russian Doll this week my heart skipped a beat. Her
big sparkly eyes had become glazed and her smile was more a
curling of the mouth in an attempt at cheerfulness than her usual
warm, brighten-up-the-day delivery.
‘My boyfriend has died,’ she said, the pain of speaking those
words catching in her throat. ‘The doctor told to me that he would
be okay, but no.’
‘Oh Marina, how terrible for you...’ And I think, oh no, don’t
give up Marina. Be like a Russian Doll again and put on a new face
and a pretty dress like you did back in your homeland when your
world first collapsed.
‘Work is good,’ Marina states like an affirmation as she goes
about her work in the opportunity shop in Blacktown, straightening
the racks of clothing in a frenetic manner. I struggle against the
desire to assist her in her work; it’s not physical help she needs right
now.
Then she tells me, ‘I am going to Russia in two weeks for
holiday for six weeks.’
I tell myself that she will be okay. Her family will gather close
and they will drink vodka together, they will dance and retell the old
stories of struggle and survival and they will laugh. They will take
her to the places where the healing starts. They will give her
souvenirs to remind her of home; perhaps a matryoshka that she
will show her little grandson when she returns to Australia.
She will love being in Russia and miss Australia in the same
breath – it is the truth for all migrants and refugees – one foot
firmly set in each land.
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PURPLING OF THE BRUISE
Paul O’Loughlin
The purpling of the bruise was like a slow show in the theatre
In which I played the actor and the audience,
Two roles totally separate –
The performer and the voyeur;
And yet there I became one, smelting these two metals
Into something more precious;
The gold of the moment
Was an imperceptibly raised section of my white skin
Engorged with the subcutaneous blood.
This clotting and clogged mass with which I was captivated
Possessed not one iota of beauty,
Its language was incoherent
And I had perfectly zero understanding
Of the biological mysteries which were playing in the band,
And yet the tears of emotion in my eyes
Were the pearls of the play’s success;
The gentle hand of my mother drew the curtain across the
scene
With a bandaid and a kiss.

Bakery wall, Merrylands
Artist: Andrew Dodds, 2000
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New from Vanessa Berry, Australia’s queen of zines
In the 1990s, when music was recorded on cassettes and
movies on VHS, Vanessa Berry was reacting to the loneliness of
life in the suburbs by constructing imaginary worlds and
identities from video hits, late-night music programs, band tshirts, mix-tapes and zines, and the ‘dark energy’ of goths. A
memoir in essay form, Ninety9 is about the loneliness of
adolescence, the importance of friendship, and the magical
enclaves to be discovered in the city. Illustrated with the
author’s drawings and photos, it provides a guide to the end of
the millennium for those who were too young to be there, and
vivid memories for those who were.

Available now from all good bookstores
Giramondo Publishing │ Paperback │ AU$19.95
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L. Rhodes: Western Sydney Spacesl: Knight at Play Captured in Parramatta Park 2013
Medieval Fair Knight Benny Softbeard – President of the Ancient Arts Society.
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A SERVICE TO REMEMBER
Kathryn Yuen
Mum rubbed her fallen arches and cursed her bunions as she rattled
off her weekly I-need-help-with-housework spiel. She told us this
would be our last supper. Serving sangers and two vegetables (that
were livelier than us) she gave us a choice of sauce. ‘Tomato or
expired tomato?’ Her blood reached boiling point though we joked
it was menopause and that her blood was thickening just as her
arteries were clogging up. ‘Congealing!’ she said as she slid hard
onto the unforgiving floor. She spasmed and choked (right through
the football replay the rest of her family were watching on
television). She was probably doing a fair impression of Linda Blair in
The Exorcist but the telly volume was up as loud as could be, so, we
weren’t disturbed.
When our empty plates remained uncleared on the coffee
table, and things smelt crook in the kitchen, we rang our relatives.
So they could undertake the funeral arrangements and price out
undertakers. We passed round the big Mexican hat. Said it was for
mum’s memorial. So punters and rello’s wouldn’t expect a free
meal, we pointed out Mum was no longer able to cater the event.
Costs could have been higher were it a full-on funeral! A casket,
a bunch of flowers, and a black four-wheeled registered vehicle
would be the least that could pass as a funeral.
It’s usually the deal. And we’d all have to dress-up. Wear shoes
and socks and shirts. No thongs or ugg boots or footy jerseys.
When Dad decided to do his bit, he found a shapely and full
busted mortician. She did a great job on mum’s cadaver, and in
dad’s mind, his eel. With mortuary spac-filler, and commercial cum
industrial strength rouge, a dead housewife became a burlesque
madam in rehab zeal. Mum was shoehorned into a slightly
discounted, slightly soiled Dita von Teese frock after they had both
passed wind and body fluids. She no longer looked a tired boiler
hen. With fake eyelashes and heavy eyeliner, she looked a D-rate
entertainer in a late, late show.
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I imagine her arriving at the pearly gates decked out for
defrocking? Would God be up for a striptease ordeal? Would his
wings be singed? Might he fall out of the clouds? What happens
when you don’t have genitals? I’d always believed that he and
angels don’t.
Mum had never spent too much time in front of a mirror or at a
beauty parlour. Now the old girl’s getup including rags, nails and
thinning mop got a once-over, make-over by another consultant. An
overpaid, overpriced salesgirly. Dad said she was a steal and knew
her stuff.
As my brothers queried with debt collector and executioner
appeal what remained of any inheritance, Dad looked guilty and
avoided the question.
‘So the old ball and chain is now still, on her back, laid to rest.’
Mother was not. Dad’s old fella started saluting and weeping. Dad
laid his hands on mum for a last caress. Dad wasn’t fussed that God
(who liked to watch) could be witnessing an old fellow exercise
nuptial rights.
Dad, the old bloke climbed right on in atop his sleeping beauty
missus with missionary zeal. And the chipboard box, papier-mâchéd
from paste and wood chips, started to pant. Heave. Moan. Then the
holy service and pseudo-coffin exploded. Dentures, body plugs,
stuffing and stitching went rip and splatter on the priest, on the
mourners, in the punch and on the fairy bread and buttered toast.
It was at this point I noticed and decided that mum’s Jimmy
Choo shoes (obviously second-hand and pre-loved just like the
mortician’s before she got a new pair) were too small for the dead.
But just right for a living left-behind only daughter. I caught the
shoes and wiped them down. It was surreal and they were a perfect
fit.
Dad’s wrinkly and pock-marked butt caused mourners to
projectile vomit, undertakers and priest to squeal. He dusted off
mum-bits, residual bacon-bits of pride, and removed splinters from
places they shouldn’t be. Then he kneeled slowly. He had knee
problems. He begged the bigger fella up above to look out for his
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lady-in-waiting, love of his life, baker of his seeds, maker of his
millionth meal.
Mum and Dad had had four decades of marital, god-condonedshackling-tethered-together together. And now Dad realised it was
all undone, unravelled, unsealed. No kiss. He made a fist and
knocked on a fragment of fake wood or particle board. Then
whimpered ‘You’ll be waiting for me, won’t ya luv? These splinters
and sales-girlies are going to be the death of me. I won’t keep ya
waiting too long.’
My brothers smiled. Jimmy Choos were alright.

McLeod Flour Mills, Aerosol Artists Mural Project, 2003, Merrylands
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CHANGE OF SEASONS
John Egan
Scattered, occasional showers
replace the downpour and the floods
after the summer’s frantic heat.
Grey, heat-stained skies like uniforms,
the colour of prisoners and their guards,
mask the shackled sun. Tornadoes
twist and elbowed columns of air
wield their picks and shovels, drill Kiama.
Skilled, specialist, emergency team,
trained and paid for by James Hardie, all dead
of lingering lung disease, years ago.
The company’s in New York now,
never heard of ‘Where is that place?’
where asbestos sheets fragment to dust
clustered by the wind, like thin Chernobyls
swirling in the street.
A climate muscled onto steroids, grass
crackles under feet, azalea bones,
and the creek trickles between ponds,
remnant rivers, catastrophic fire
predictions, warnings to evacuate
phoned into homes, the carnage of the fires.
Broad-arrow damp and iron-gang heat
press their slime against the woodwork, outside
balcony timbers stained to green.
Doors warp with the moisture
and will not close, stench of stagnant water,
stagnant air, stagnant days, all
the threatening overseers of summer,
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the convict scowl of cloudbanks piled
in their sullen skies. The chain-gang
change of seasons shuffled into Autumn.
Humidity’s taut like a tarpaulin
lashed to the sodden roof of March.

P. Azize: Western Sydney Spaces, the Team

J. Wrightson: Western Sydney Spaces, Penrith Fog
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MUM AND MAIVE ON THE FARM
Lisel Herrmann
Times were hard during the depression years. Dad was often
working away from home and mum and the kids had to manage the
farm without him. To Maive, being the eldest, fell much of the work
and the younger children helped in their way.
First thing every morning was milking the cow. While mum was
busy waking up the boys and getting breakfast ready, Maive took
the milking pail and sauntered down to the back where the cow
grazed. The cow was temperamental. She’d kicked dad in the head
once. He’d sworn to send her to the knackery, but mum protested;
they needed the milk. Maive once had a painful run-in with the
beast herself. The cow had trodden squarely on her foot and it
needed much shouting and prodding before the animal
condescended to raise her foot enough for Maive to remove hers.
Maive worked out a system. The cow was given a bucket of
feed to keep her occupied and her hind legs were trussed securely
to two trees. This guarded against unexpected kicks, which led
inevitably to overturned buckets and rivers of milk trickling away
into the loam.
Maive also secured the tail to a leg to keep it from swishing
about her ears. Now and then the cow turned her head towards
Maive with a long-suffering look of reproach, as Maive pulled and
tugged at the teats.
Maive liked milking. She liked the rhythmic stroking of her
fingers, drawing the milk down, the warm fresh scent of the milk as
it streamed into the bucket with a sharp swish swish, the closeness
and smell of the cow, the contended sounds and occasional gurgles
which came from somewhere inside of her, as the cow chewed her
cud, giving an occasional swallow.
Maive could observe first hand a ruminant in action. Every now
and then there would be a tremendous gulp, a shudder would go
through the cow’s body and Maive would see the cud travel up the
cow’s neck and back into her mouth.
…/
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Milking time was also feeding time for the ducks. They learned
very quickly that the milk flowing into the bucket was a good thing
also for them. They surrounded Maive on her banana box, hoping
for a spurt of milk to supplement their breakfast. Again and again
Maive would aim a teat in their direction, and they would line up
one behind the other, from tallest to smallest, like organ pipes,
opening their beaks to catch the delicious liquid.
Washdays weren’t mum’s favourite days. Water had to be
heated in the big kettle outside on an open fire. It was Maive’s job
to collect enough firewood to keep the fire going. While Mum and
Maive bent over the laundry tubs, scrubbing and rinsing, the boys
would “smoke” with lighted twigs and feel very grown-up.
Besides ducks, mum raised chickens for eggs and for eating, so
there was roast chook sometimes for Sunday. And dad had written
he’d be coming home this Sunday. Mum usually did the killing
behind the chook pen so that the boys couldn’t see her but this time
she was busy with baking, so she asked Maive to do it.
Maive took the axe from the woodpile and headed for the
chicken yard. She hadn’t done any killing before, but there couldn’t
be much to it, catch the chook and chop its head off. The boys
followed her.
‘How will you do it, Maive? Can we watch?’
Maive grabbed hold of the nearest hen. She felt a little sorry for
it, lying still in her grasp with its head on the chopping block. ‘Like
Anne Boleyn, she thought, ‘well, here goes.’
The axe came down on the scrawny chicken neck, the head
coming away with a spurt of blood, and in the shock of it all Maive
let go of the hen. The boys screamed as the headless body took off
in a flurry of feathers. There went Sunday dinner.
‘Don’t just stand there, catch it,’ Maive yelled.
What a fluttering and cackling of the other hens, what a
shouting and yelling and rushing hither and thither! The dog joined
in, yelping and barking and getting under everybody’s feet. In the
end the dog snapped up the chicken, but let go in fright at Maive’s
shouts. Mum came out of the kitchen at the hullaballoo, her hands
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and face all white with flour. That night at the dinner table dad
heard all about the runaway chook and the ruckus it
caused.
‘Maive chopped its head off,’ piped one of the boys,
‘There was blood everywhere, heaps of blood!’
‘You should have seen the chicken run, Dad, we couldn’t hardly
catch it.’
‘Well, let that be a lesson to you, once you’ve got hold of your
chook, don’t ever let it go.’ Dad grinned and winked at mum.
After dinner there was time to relax. All the chores were done,
the dishes washed and put away, and the little boys in bed. Mum
settled down in her rocking chair and soon her knitting needles
were busily clickety-clacketying away. Opposite her sat dad in the
old armchair. He’d filled his pipe with tobacco from a leather puch
which had seen much use, and as he puffed contentedly, the sweet
smelling smoke curled upwards and filled the room.
From the veranda drifted the melancholy chords of a squeeze
box. Maive knew a host of tunes and melodies and liked to play. The
first stars appeared in the sky above as mum said:
‘Off to bed, now, dear, sleep tight. Tomorrow is another day.’

Aerosol Artists
Mural Project, 2003,
Merrylands
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THE KEENING
Liz Rule
Wild sky cracks
night’s shell.
Dawn’s crust shaves the edge of earth.
Mist wraps,
unfurls.
Its moist tentacles
ribbon up the valley’s lip.
The riff of rocks’
echoing
shivers the thermals.
A hover of hawks;
the whirring wing beat
of wedge tailed eagle.
Beneath lies the woman
still . . .
sightless . . .
dark hair matted,
face patterned with blood.
At the waterhole
cattle quench their thirst,
graze the spinifex.
Unfazed by the stench,
an inquisitive wallaby
nudges the body.
Faraway
an old man sits
over an open fire
keening.
A guttural chant
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whips the air,
rouses primordial wraiths
to stalk the night.
Entranced,
he casts his spell
. . . sings the bone.

Hand painted mural image by Rodney Monk, Merrylands

So You Want to be a Writer
For a rundown on grants, groups, publishers, what editors
really want and more, check out this on-line resource created
by Felicity Castagna with Western Sydney writers in mind.
https://sites.google.com/site/fhcastagna/so-you-want-to-be-a-writer
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A WALK IN THE PARK
Linda Marsden
Unyielding structures border the park. They determine its shape and
prevent its expansion. My walk in the park is part of a rigid routine.
An A380 is making its ascent and the looming letters of the PARK
ROYAL hotel spell out a lifestyle that is out of bounds.
Today the park is unexcitingly pleasant and swarming with
lunchtime visitors. I ignore the concrete walkway, forging my own
path across the grass. I bypass the crowded café. Not all voids can
be filled with food. A wren frolics in front of me and its delight, too
great to be restrained, spills out in song.
I approach the coffee coloured river, home to both fish and
eels. Here liquid fingers are free to claw at the earth, moulding and
shaping. Further downstream, the river’s flow is controlled by
concrete banks. Last summer it rained and the river rose. I was
roused by the water’s disregard for its designated course and
watched enthralled as it over-ran its cement confines to explore the
terrain beyond.
I linger on the bridge. It spans the chasm between the visible
and unseen realms. As I cross, nuances of colour and feeling collide,
weaving themselves into a cryptic tapestry of a subtler world. Like
the observer of an abstract painting I am left to fathom its meaning.
It’s autumn. Foliage spans the colour-wheel from blue-greens
to orange-reds. An unexpected breeze severs a yellow leaf and
sends it soaring. I watch the leaf rise and spin until the wind eases
and it falls to the ground. I see its spirit flying free, oblivious to its
counterpart’s decline and imminent decay.
I follow the fence that bids the park not to encroach onto
sacred ground. This neighbouring field is home to another variety of
eel. Tomorrow, cheering fans will drown the whispering wisdom
that dwells here. Bodies will clash amidst swearing, sweat and blood
in effort to get a ball over a line. I’m not familiar with the rules of
the game so it all seems like folly.
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There are other rules of which I am also ignorant. Everyday
perception and the mundane constraints of living, hide another
reality. I see the park’s aura as a mass of translucent pink, swirling
over the fence and invading the hushed field. In my altered state I’m
aware of laws that are natural rather than man-made. They
originate in this other realm but govern the physical one as well. My
mind is inundated with questions that beg to be answered.
Is there a force that urges the park to expand? Is this power
compelled to explore, to express itself and make itself known? Is the
pressure I’m feeling a warning that a dam is about to burst? If I
don’t take heed will this energy be content to trickle through everwidening cracks or will it explode in chaotic discord, destroying all in
its wake?
Perhaps I’m being
moulded and this empty
hollow about to be filled.
I fear that inside me this
energy would stagnate into
a lifeless pool compounding
frustration and discontent. I
take a deep breath and feel
the tension ease. Could I be
like the river temporarily
ignoring imposed
boundaries to explore
foreign soil? Could I
become like the park, confined and unable to expand, but still a
channel for the energy that dwells within? Would this force then
flow freely through me and burst forth in harmonious tones like
those of the songbird that crossed my path?
My office block pops its head over the tree-line like a parent
watching an errant child. Only a few minutes of freedom remain –
just enough time to complete my circuit and another walk in the
park.
Image: C. Amos, Western Sydney Spaces, Parramatta Park Gate
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LET ME WALK WITH YOU DAD
Norm Fairbairn
Let me walk with you dad
In this place I know not,
Where no tree sprouts
Or water glides
Over smoothed rock faces
Or forests stretching
Like a cartoon landscape
Not drawn by any man.
Let me walk with you dad
Now with eyes closed
I finally see after thirty years,
Minstrels play lutes
Sing songs in my favor
For the stupid boy
Granted eternity to contemplate
The actions of a short life.
Let me walk with you dad
You know this place
Not me, how could I paint a picture
When there is no picture here to paint.
Dali gone arthritic
Scribbles in the dirt
Explains impressionist metaphor
To people who had a lifetime to work them out.
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Let me walk with you dad
Be not afraid
See how my hand feels
With the pulse gone.
Let indecipherable faces
Paint pictures of solid families
And structured smiles
Telling any tales they like.
With Dickens over there
Searching for an audience
Liars and braggarts in eternal slander
Pick the poison apple and laugh.
Let me walk with you dad
Where no one’s calling “dinner”
No checklist of chores
To kill off a weekend.
Where fantasies are only half realized
I find the courage to finally love you
In this place where love is rediscovered every day
With not a single heart beating.

S. Chamoun:
Western Sydney Spaces,
Magic from ruins, Westmead
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WIND AT PAUANUI
Anne Benjamin
I’ve come alone to this rain-forest
by the sea, set out my ritual tools –
pens, blank paper, laptop, scribbled notes – awaiting
muse breath.
Upon the beach, I invoke a salty sky, gulp down
inspiration. In reply, the wind whisks round
me, on a cliff edge, tosses sand into my eyes,
and sneaks beneath my coat
‘til all I am is air. Night rattles halyard
steel on hotel flagpoles, but Kalliope, Euterpe
and even Erato still sleep. I wake
as shadows slink and slither towards me
underneath the cabin’s pitched pine roof.
Palm trees flounce dishevelled dreadlocks
across the ceiling. On concertina legs
– stretch and shrink and stretch – they clamber down
upon my head. I lie and wait
and watch them rouse up ghosts
of memories I had so carefully put away, ’til,
winded, they huff off into dawn.
Tomorrow, I will capture them.
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A SHORE DISTANT
Yasmin Tambiah
Late-afternoon sun. Tree shadows crisscross like coconut thatch.
Clear-whistling magpies interrupt screeching sulphur-cresteds.
A ball thuds on asphalt in the park. Autumn’s last roses careen in
the wind.
A woman sits in a wheelchair, dozing; kaftan flowing over
swollen feet. March day, still warm – her shawl lies folded on a
stool.
A car revs somewhere. Her father’s t-model ford bringing her
mother and sisters home. Scent of jasmine along the path. Wisps of
cool damp and mildew. Rushing footsteps on gravel. A dog’s
welcoming bark. Brisk orders to the houseboy to unload the car. The
woman calls out to greet her mother, certain she’s just beyond the
courtyard’s wall.
‘Hello, Padmini. Here’s your tea.’
Pad-mini. Pad – pronounced as in protection for shins from
hard hits by a cricket ball. Not as it should be, like the soft middle of
a pud(h)dle, rainwater with centrifugal ripplings carrying fallen
frangipani to its edge. Tea as in early dinner, not fragrant black
beverage kept company with savoury short-eats and cake.
Her fingers unsteady peel the gladwrap, indifferently spoon
food bland in its taste. Afterwards, redemption with a chocolate
from a hidden box.
Her son visits after work. All’s well, she says. Her complaints
about monotony stopped months ago. Between her past and her
children’s present, friends ‘back home’ and the burden of care,
beloved community and neighbours’ whisperings, familiarity and
fear – she had to choose.
The sneaking chill; ungentle hands; some nurses the only others
with dark skin.
She squirrels away pills, intent on a winter of her own making.
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FALSE AWAKENING
Melda Koparan
There are days when my mind sojourns in the dark
As it swims into the past of sunken oil tankers,
In oceans that were once calm and serene.
There, a thick murkiness compresses my lungs,
A gushing icy chill that confounds my insides.
The salty water that pours in and irritates
The sore, yet slowly healing wounds are the
Memories that come and stay,
By their own whims and will.
Never, do I have a say.
A scent, an image,
The way the light falls at a certain time of day,
Sounds that were once familiar,
A thought that leads onto another thought,
The way the cool walls feel upon the back of my hand,
Soothing, when I am most distressed and perplexed.
Exasperating,
Are the omniscient hopeless dreams I conjure.
My soma for today, and the next day, and
The days after that...
Rational routines, responsibilities and reactions
Are the “Triple R’s” I carefully live by.
Somewhere, in the background
Is the infuriating buzz of the Green Grocer.
Encouraging me to fail,
To give up,
To live in endless doom and sorrow.
I am transported to a forest.
Branches of Snow Gums scratch my cheeks.
‘Wake up! Wake up!’ They call
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A myriad of muses gather in a Dionysian feast.
They pour the enchanted libations,
Filling my mind with various inspirations, and
With flickering hope.
‘Wake up! Wake up!’ They call.
Trying to take me back to the pain,
To the dark place,
To the sunken oil tankers of memories,
To the icy chill of the ocean water
That stings my slowly healing wounds,
To the hopeless dreams of the living realm,
To the “Triple R’s”,
To those crazy chirping cicadas,
To all, that is, the woken world.

Large mural by Beastman / Phibs / Roach /Thomas Jackson / Harrison Earl
for Holroyd Council’s CityFest, March 2012, Merrylands.
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ZINEWEST 2013 WRITERS’ BIOGRAPHIES
_______________________________________________________
Samoa Areta: Humble blue-collar high reach forklift operator.
Gayle Jane Barbagallo: Born 1952, married with four daughters and
nine grandchildren.
Anne Benjamin: Writes poetry, short stories and longer works. Lives in
Western Sydney and has strong ties with India.
C.A. Broadribb: Emerging writer and former computer programmer.
http://spiky_one.tripod.com
Alchemia Calendula: Member of our bio-diverse ecosystem whose role
is to help compost the indigestible.
Lindy Courtney: Writes poetry and is completing a novel set in the Blue
Mountains and Western Sydney.
John Egan: Sydney poet who also lives on the South coast of NSW.
Norm Fairbairn: Has published poetry in The Writers Voice, FAW and
NWG Inc anthologies and for the past four years, ZineWest.
Pamela N. Gray: Retired academic. Academic publications include five
books. Trustee of Grays Institute. Writes as a hobby especially poetry.
Lisel Herrmann: Long-standing member of Parramatta FAW.
Chloe Higgins: Studies creative writing at UOW; co-edits Tertangala.
Marilyn Humbert: Enjoys writing poetry, free verse, tanka, haiku.
Mark William Jackson: Published in various journals including Best
Australian Poems 2011, Popshot (UK), Going Down Swinging, Cordite.
Melissa Jacob: Freelance writer whose work has been in Good
Weekend, Sunday Life, Radio National.
Margo Jeans: Hobby writer interested in trying only simple short
stories. Became interested in writing through memoir exercises.
Sime Knezevic: Young man from Sydney, writes plays, poetry, prose.
Melda Koparan: 22 year old secondary school teacher. Most recently
published in Stepping Stones Magazine, The Tenement Block Review.
Michelle Lloyd: Writes historical fiction and short stories, and has selfpublished a novel Caesar’s Wife. http://michellelloydthewriter.wordpress.com
Louise Loomes: Western Sydney writer.
Linda Marsden: Writer of short stories, working on a novel, artist.
Peter Masonwells: Sydney based writer of short stories and accounting
based rants.
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Kathryn Neto: 22 year old femaleion (aka girl-lady) who wishes only to
write and be free.
Paul O’ Loughlin: Has self-published his poems which also appear in a
number of anthologies including The Best Australian Poems, 2011.
Arna Radovich: Blue Mountains based adult literacy teacher who
writes short fiction, poetry and children's stories.
Rhonda W. Rice: 74 year old poet living in Green Valley. Has written
since early childhood. Member of Liverpool Writers (FAW).
Emma Rule: Writer, dancer and choreographer.
Liz Rule: Full-time grandmother and part-time poet.
J. Anne deStaic: Paediatrician who works at Liverpool Hospital, lives by
Georges River, and writes about children, dogs and rivers.
Alice W. Suttie: Writer, druid and swordswoman, with emphasis on
writing since the pen is mightier than the sword.
Morag Sutton: Writes about her own and other people’s experiences;
also fiction, drama. Helps migrants learn English.
Yasmin Tambiah: Has spent much of her life living out of a suitcase.
Darcy-Lee Tindale: Drama teacher, director, actor, theatresports
player, poet, puppeteer. Has appeared in TVC, film and on stage.
David Toohey: Retired hospital social worker from Western Sydney.
Juliean Wrightson: Writes poetry and speculative fiction.
Robyne Young: Blogs at robynewithane.wordpress.com. Latest
anthology, The Only Constant now available.
Kathryn Yuen: Kathryn Yuen is a poet, playwright, story-teller. She
knows words can end and start a war.
ARTISTS’ BIOGRAPHIES
Carol Amos: Dramatist, singer, writer of short stories.
Paul Azize: Poetry, short stories, photography, editor.
Sue Chamoun: Writer, chef, photographer, sunrise chaser.
Jason Gray: Writer, artist.
Jennifer Hemsley: Visual artist, writer.
Linda Marsden: see writers bios.
Lisa Rhodes: Digital artist and photographer. Inspired by life!
www.rookwoodstudio.webs.com
Julieann Wrightson: see writers’ bios.
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SOME GROUPS for WESTERN SYDNEY WRITERS

Details can change. Check websites and contacts for current information.

______________________________________________________________________________

Auburn Poets and Writers: 3rd Wednesday, 6.30-9.30 pm
ACDN, Auburn Central, Shop P7B, Cnr Park/Queen
manager@acdn.org.au or Ph: 9649 5559
Eastwood/Hills FAW: 1st Saturday, 1.30 pm
Senior Citizens’ Room, Cnr. Farnell/North Rocks Roads, North
Rocks http://hillsfaw.webs.com
Infinitas Writers’ (science fiction, fantasy, horror)
No longer have a fixed physical base in Parramatta,
contact them at www.infinitaswriters.com
NEW Writers’ Group Inc 2nd & 4th Saturdays, 3:00-5:00 pm
Mars Hill Café (upstairs) 331 Church St., Parramatta
http://nwg-inc.com nwg_inc@yahoo.com.au
Parramatta FAW: 2nd Saturday, 12.30 pm
Top Floor, Parramatta Library, Civic Place, Parramatta
Lyn Leerson: lynlew@optusnet.com.au Ph: 9639 8394
Poetry Alive: Thursdays, 11:00 am–1:00 pm Liverpool Library,
170 George St Liverpool. Easy access, small group, would love
new members. ken.setter@yahoo.com Ph: 9720 8247
St Marys Community Creative Writing: Last Friday, 12:30-3:00
St Marys Community Centre, Great Western H’way/Mamre Rd
communityworker@smacd.org.au Ph: 9673 2169
SWEATSHOP Western Sydney Literacy Movement:
The Sweatshop Collective meets fortnightly at the UWS Writing
& Society Research Centre, Bankstown. Western Sydney writers
welcome. Find out more
www.sweatshop.ws | info@sweatshop.ws
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University of the Third Age groups for U3A members eg
Writing Creatively: Every second Wednesday, 1:30-3:30 pm
Hewitt House, Cnr. Byron St/Guildford Rd, Guildford
http://sydneyu3a.org Lorna Clayton, 9630 7636
Wollondilly FAW 2nd Sunday, 1.00 pm Community Centre,
Harper Close, Tahmoor wollondillybranch.faw@gmail.com
NB For more FAW (Fellowship of Australian Writers) groups
in greater Western Sydney, including Liverpool, Bankstown,
Hawkesbury, Macarthur (Campbelltown), Blue Mountains:
www.fawnsw.org.au
Singer/Song Writer groups at Mars Hill Café:
331 Church St, Parramatta. Check MHC’s on-line
program for opportunities to share and develop
your music passion www.marshillcafe.com.au
Songwriting Sunday Last Sunday of the month:
The Songwriting Society of Australia (SSA) 2:00-4:00pm
www.myspace.com/songwritingsocietyofaustralia
Peter Scully peterscully53@hotmail.com │ 0402158944
Western Fringe Songwriters’ Network: 4.30-6.30 pm
www.stewartpeters.com │ stewart@soundshedmusic.com
Stewart Peters: Ph: 4787 7653
Grounds of Rozelle Hospital

Garry Owen House, Callan Park,
Balmain Rd, Rozelle.

Home to a number of groups:
Note also the Centre’s on-line Search Map for NSW groups
For free information on competitions, workshops, festivals sign
up for the NSW Writers Centre e-letter at www.nswwc.org.au
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Mars Hill Café: NWG Inc’s bricks and mortar home

Image: L. Marsden, Western Sydney Spaces, Community

In the art-packed upper room of Mars Hill Café, people plot to
become acclaimed and wealthy writers, working side by side with
escapees from the commercial world; they share memoir, fantasy,
poems and wild fiction. So far no-one’s fallen through the knot-hole
although Julie Owens broke her heel in it and someone’s using it as
a portal in his latest novel. The kitchen delights and Fairtrade coffee
fuel the body, the art inspires the words. In the evenings we return
for music. www.marshillcafe.com.au 331 Church St, Parramatta
NWG Inc gatherings and contacts: see index, page 66.
NEW Writers’
Group inc
publications
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NWG Inc publishes two annual zines: one for our
financial members and one for Western Sydney
writers – ZineWest. We also post work in our mini
e-zine, mainly ZW award winning writing.

